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Group Expectations
Be Responsible
• Attend to the “Come back together” signal
• Active participation…Please ask questions
Be Respectful
• Please allow others to listen

• Please turn off cell phone 
• Please limit sidebar conversations

• Share “air time”
• Please refrain from email & Internet browsing
Be Safe
• Take care of your own needs
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Role Identification
Facilitator: guide discussions & activities to keep the 
team moving forward
Time Keeper: keep track of the time & bring the team 
back together
Note Taker/Recorder: keeps master notes & ideas 
that are not action items
MTSS Implementation Plan Recorder: keeps track of 
the activities to add to the implementation plan
Active Team Members: engaged & participating in 
discussions & activities
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Setting Up Our Time for Success
• GLPS Materials

• GLPS Guide 
• Instructional Plan

• Partner & Team Time
• I Do, We Do, You Do
• Active Engagement
• Understand the process – get ready to create 

final products with your GL Team
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Purpose

Grade level representatives will review the 
purpose, structure and outcomes of 

successful grade-level team meetings for 
both behavior and reading
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Intended Outcomes
• Review the foundations for Grade Level 

Problem Solving

• Understand scientifically-based reading 
research & how it connects to instruction 

• Preview the GLPS process & practice using 
Steps 1 to 3
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Agenda
1.0 Work Behind the Scenes
2.0 Foundations for GLPS 
3.0 Science of Teaching Reading 
4.0 GLPS Process 
5.0 Step #1:  Problem Identification 
6.0 Step #2:  Problem Analysis 
7.0 Step #3:  Plan Development
8.0 Wrap Up & Next Steps
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1.0 Work Behind the Scenes

Time to peek behind the curtain…
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In Module 1.0, we will…
• Review the scope & sequence
• Share learning from previous trainings
• Create a communication loop from School 

Leadership Teams to Grade-Level Problem-
Solving Teams

• Connect the School-wide Reading Model to 
the Third Grade Reading Legislation 
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Training Scope and Sequence
Year One:
• Tier 1 School-wide PBIS series
• Tier 1 Class-wide PBIS
Year Two:
• Tier 1 Elementary Reading System 
• DIBELS Next Data Interpretation
• Tier 1 Elementary Grade-Level Problem-Solving series
• Winter Data Review
• Intervention System Day One
• Tier 2 Behavior Check-in, Check-out (CICO)
• Spring Data Review 
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Tier 1 Elementary Reading System
• Purpose:  The Tier 1 Reading System training 

is designed to support the installation & 
implementation of Tier 1 a School-wide 
Reading Model to improve outcomes for all 
students

• Do you know who is on your School Leadership 
team?  

• Who attended this training day earlier this fall?  
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Defining a School-wide Reading Model
Multi-tiered structures encompassing:

1. Data use and analysis

2. Systems to address the continuum of reading 
needs across the student body; and

3. Evidence-based practices focused on the Big 
Ideas of Reading designed to improve 
reading outcomes for all students
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Data Use and Analysis
What will this look like within your school at Tier 1?
• Collection of DIBELS Next as a universal screening 

measure and as progress monitoring measures
• Monthly SLT meetings examining universal screening 

data (3x/year) & monitoring school-level MTSS 
implementation plan

• Collection of Reading Tiered Fidelity Inventory –
Elementary Level Edition (R-TFI)

• Grade-level problem-solving meetings that examine 
universal screening and progress monitoring data
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Systems to Address the Continuum of 
Reading Needs Across the Student Body

• Team structures
• School-wide Reading Plan
• Reading Assessment System organizing decisions 

around data collection and use
• 90-minute reading block for all grade levels for core 

instruction and additional time for intervention 
• Intervention Grid with entry criteria, progress 

monitoring, and exit criteria 
• Intervention System
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Evidence-Based Practices Focused on the 
Big Ideas of Reading

• Explicit & systematic reading instruction 
• Focus core instruction & intervention on the 

big ideas of reading (phonemic awareness, 
phonics, fluency, comprehension, & 
vocabulary)

• Defined process for selection of reading 
programs & intervention programs and 
materials (at the district level)
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Activity 1.1
• Members of the SLT find your team’s 

description of the School-wide Reading 
Model

• Share that description with your GLPS team 
and answer the following questions:

1. How are we doing with implementing this 
reading model?  

2. What are our next steps in moving forward?  
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2.0 Foundations for GLPS
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In Module 2.0, we will…
• Review the connection between the SLT & 

GLPS 
• Connect the Reading Tiered Fidelity Inventory 

(R-TFI) items to GLPS 
• Preview the GLPS Guide & additional 

resources to get GL teams started now versus 
later

• Examine classroom PBIS practices connected 
to reading instruction
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SLT Supports GLPS Teams
• School Leadership Team (SLT) & Reading 

Tiered Fidelity Inventory (R-TFI)
• Systems level practices viewpoint

• SLT organizes the framework for GLPS teams 
to have effective & efficient meetings

• Supports the GLPS system features 

• GLPS teams communicate with SLT  
• Celebrations, action items, barriers to bust
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R-TFI & GLPS 
Grade Level Teams . . . 
• Are established to support Tier 1 (1.4)
• Use an effective team meeting process (1.5)
• Have instructional plans (1.9)
• Use a process for data-based decision-making 

(1.24)
• Monitor implementation of the grade level 

instructional plans (1.26)
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GLPS Guide 
• Designed for GL Facilitators
• Step by Step directions, prompts, reminders
• Aligned to the R-TFI 
• Different from the GL Instructional Plan 

• All members of the GL Team OWN this tool

• If helpful, it is to be used throughout the school 
year
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GLPS Team Meeting Structure
• Who is on the team?  

• What are the team roles?

• What is the plan to keep absent team 
members updated?  

• Where will we store the Grade Level 
Instructional Plan for easy access?
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Tier 1 Grade Level Meetings: Two Types
• Benchmark data meetings

• Three times a year 
• Review benchmark reading & behavior data 

• On-going grade level meetings 
• Meet every 4-6 weeks
• Review & update action items on the Instructional 

Plan
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Activity 2.1 
• Review pgs. 3-5 of the GLPS Guide 
• SLT may have already started the process 

for setting up GL meetings
• Use the guides prompts for Meeting 

Reminders to see how much is already in 
place for GLPS for this school year

• Review the MTSS Implementation Plan:  
Item #14 in the Reading Components to see 
what the SLT planned
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Where to Start: Build the Foundation
• Possible Resources to Access Later:

• Teams vs. Groups DuFour video
• Collective Teacher Efficacy article
• MIBLSI Grade Level Team Start Up packet
• MIBLSI Grade Level Team Self-Assessment

• An Activity to Experience Now:
• Self-Assessment of Beliefs 
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Critical Beliefs For Problem Solving
• All students can learn
• Behavior can be changed
• We must manipulate the variables in our 

control

The team structure is necessary to make all of 
this happen – it’s the “glue”
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Checking Our Beliefs
• ALMOST all kids can learn…
• Well, if they have special education…
• I really think that’s true, EXCEPT for Tommy
• We can’t set high expectations for her; she 

has…
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Activity 2.2
• Use the activity page to review some red flags that 

these critical beliefs may not be held:
• All students can learn
• Behavior can be changed
• We must manipulate the variables that are within our 

control
• Put a checkmark by items that you have seen or 

heard
• Talk with your team:  How could this be used with all 

GL team members? 
• Add any action items to the MTSS Implementation 

Plan 
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Effective Instruction & Classroom PBIS
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The “Why” of Classroom PBIS
• Not always included in teacher education training or 

strategies that were taught are no longer effective

• Minimize discipline issues

• Engagement is everyone’s to address

• We CAN structure an environment in which more 
students are engaged and learning

• Implementing Classroom PBIS is an indicator of 
sustainability for SWPBIS
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R-TFI & Classroom PBIS
• Class-wide expectations for student behavior 

are established and taught (1.10)

• Procedures are implemented for common 
classroom activities (1.11)
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Eight Essential Classroom Instructional 
Practices

1. Classroom expectations
2. Classroom procedures and routines
3. Encourage expected behavior – provide specific positive 

feedback
4. Discourage inappropriate behavior 
5. Active supervision
6. Opportunities to respond
7. Activity sequence and choice
8. Task difficulty
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Activity 2.3
• Review pgs. 5-7 of the GLPS Guide under the 

heading “The Foundations of Classroom PBIS 
and Effective Instruction” 

• As a team, discuss why Classroom PBIS is a part 
of Grade-Level Problem Solving and write a 2-3 
sentence rationale for its inclusion to share with 
your grade level colleagues

• Be prepared to share your rationale
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Activity 2.4
• Discuss the following:

• Who has received the Classroom PBIS 
training? 

• Are those who were trained implementing?
• How will those who have not been trained be 

trained?
• Record any next steps as activities in your 

school’s MTSS Implementation Plan
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3.0 Science of Teaching Reading

Follow the Science…Build a Reader
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In Module 3.0, we will…
• Discuss the science behind teaching reading
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Simple View of Reading
A formula introduced by Gough & Tunmer in 1986

Simple View of Reading.
There are three important findings from the research behind the simple view of reading.
1.Reading comprehension results from skills and knowledge that can be broken into two distinct and identifiable categories: decoding and language comprehension.
*Decoding is defined as: efficient word recognition – this goes beyond the traditional def. of decoding as the ability to sound out words based on phonics rules. It includes 
fast/accurate reading of familiar and unfamiliar words in both lists and connected texts.
*Language Comp is defined as: the ability to derive meaning from spoken words when they are part of sentences or other discourse. They encompass receptive vocabulary, 
grammatical understanding, and discourse comprehension.
2.All reading difficulties fall into one of three general types: poor at language comprehension, poor at decoding, or both.
3.Both decoding and language comprehension abilities are necessary for reading and both must be strong. Strength in one area cannot compensate for a deficit in the other area.

Decoding X Language  comprehension = Reading Comprehension

Word-level reading and oral language 
comprehension are relatively independent 

abilities.
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Simple View of Reading: Decoding

The decoding skills represented by the right side of the Simple View of Reading equation. The progress of skills includes print 
concepts, phonological awareness, phonics and word recognition, word knowledge, and fluency. Print concepts is defined as the
understanding of the organization and basic features of print. Phonological awareness is defined as demonstrating the 
understanding of spoken words, syllables and sounds (phonemes). Phonics and word recognition is defined as the ability to know 
and apply grade level phonics and word analysis skill in decoding words.  Word Knowledge or Sight Vocabulary is defined as 
instant and effortless access to all, or almost all, words read. Fluency is defined as reading with sufficient accuracy and rate to 
support comprehension.  This graphic is represented as a stair step to show how each skill builds on the next. 

(Gough, 1986; Kilpatrick, 2015)
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Simple View of Reading: Language
Inferential 
Language

Skills

Narrative 
Language 

Skills

Academic 
Vocabulary

Background
Knowledge

Ability to 
discuss topics 

beyond the 
immediate 

context

Ability to 
clearly relate 
a series of 

events

Ability to 
comprehend 

and use words

Possesses 
general and 
topic-specific 
background 
knowledge
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Do Students Own the Skill?

A series of three semi-circles stacked on top of each other depicting a 
connection or chain that starts with Acquisition when students learn a skill 
moving to accuracy where the emphasis is on practice and ending in 
automaticity when a student owns the skill. 
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Changing Emphasis of the Big Ideas

This graphic depicts general subskills within each area that should be emphasized as students move through the elementary grades. Additionally, though all of 
the big ideas need to be taught daily, the darker blue shading represents where proportionally more time should be spent on instruction.  For example, in K 
and the first half of first grade, a larger portion of the reading block should be dedicated to phonemic awareness, letter sounds, and basic phonics, or the 
“learning to read skills.”  But teachers will also be working on sound and word automaticity and teaching vocabulary and text comprehension right from the 
beginning focusing on general language skills, literal comprehension and learning basic story elements and text structures primarily through read alouds of 
narrative and informational text while the students are listening and engaging in classroom discussions. The shift in the big ideas changes in the middle of 1st

grade through 3rd grade. Again, vocabulary and comprehension are taught daily and phonemic awareness should be incorporated into spelling instruction; 
however more instructional time during the reading block should be spent on the explicit and systematic instruction of advanced phonics skills, reading 
multisyllabic words, and fluency of connected text. Note the focus in K-3 is on the foundational reading skills of the CCSS! Finally, the emphasis shifts yet 
again in the 4th and 5th grades. Daily spelling dictation, multisyllabic and word study instruction, focusing on using affix and root words to help understand the 
meaning of words, and fluency should be taught daily. But a larger percentage of time will be spent on vocabulary and comprehension instruction (though 
there will be overlap between word study and vocabulary). While class discussions and oral analyzing of text should still continue in the upper elementary 
grades, students will be doing more of the reading independently. 
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Activity 3.1
• Review the Simple View of Reading slides and the 

Changing Emphasis of Big Ideas slide
• Partner 1: Define each of the domains in the Simple 

View of Reading & explain why the Simple View of 
Reading is written as a multiplication fact to your 
partner

• Partner 2: A colleague says, “Specific big ideas for 
reading are assigned to particular grade levels.” You 
know this is not accurate.  Explain the changing 
emphasis of instruction to your colleague and be sure 
to clear up the misunderstanding.
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4.0 GLPS Process 

“Planning is bringing the future into the present so 
that you can do something about it now.” 

Alan Lakein
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In Module 4.0, we will…
Develop an understanding of the grade level 
problem-solving process

1. Problem Identification

2. Problem Analysis

3. Plan Development (Curriculum, Instruction, 
Environment)

4. Plan Implementation & Evaluation  
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GL Instructional Plan
• Begins with a review of Classroom PBIS as a foundation for 

high quality instruction
• Designed to have teams analyze DIBELS data 
• Teams use the data to create:

• An overall goal
• A measure specific goal 
• A collaborative plan to teach the focus skill using the same:  

Curriculum, Instructional Routine, & Environment 
(Engagement) Strategy

• Plans for whole & small group instruction
• An action plan to revisit at on-going meetings
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Activity 4.1 
• Find the Grade Level Instructional Plan 

document
• Review the tables, sentence frames, and 

process  
• Identify one step that you are looking 

forward to learning more about & be 
prepared to explain why

• Find someone from a different school team 
to share your identified step & your why
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DIBELS Data Interpretation Depends On:
1. Knowing the Foundations of DIBELS
2. Understanding the Benchmark Goals
3. Giving & Scoring the Measures Accurately
4. Knowing Reading Science & the “Path”
5. Understanding the Effectiveness of the 

Instructional Context
6. Being Willing to Change Instruction
(DMG, 2017)
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DIBELS Next Benchmark Goals
• Benchmark goals have 3 critical components: a skill, a 

level of performance, & a point in time  
• Above Benchmark

• Odds are generally 90-99% of achieving subsequent 
goals & important reading outcomes

• At Benchmark
• 70-85% (This group represents the lowest level of 

okay!)
• Below Benchmark

• 40% to 60% 
• Well Below Benchmark

• 10% to 20%
(DMG, 2017)
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What & Why: The Composite Score
• What: For each grade and time of year, the 

DIBELS Next measures that correlate highly 
with later outcomes are combined together into 
a DIBELS Next Composite Score.

• Why: The Composite Score is used to examine 
the health of the Tier 1 reading supports
• An initial indicator of effective Tier 1 reading 

supports includes 80% or more students are At or 
Above Benchmark. 
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Power of the Composite Score
If a large proportion of students score below the 
benchmark, systems-level support may be necessary. 
Across measures, 55% of students may need support. 

Turn to a partner and 
discuss the following: 
Do you think system-
level support may be 
necessary in first 
grade at 
Westminister? 
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Building Futures, Changing Outcomes
• The system is the context. An effective system of 

support is critical to effective implementation of DIBELS 
Next

• Without an effective system of support:
• A large number of students may be identified as 

needing strategic and/or intensive support
• Resources are allocated to remediation rather than 

prevention
• If a large proportion of students are not making 

adequate progress, consider making a change in 
support at the systems level
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With That Info in Mind, Let’s Dive In!
Resources Needed:
• Access to DIBELS.net reports
• GLPS Guide, pg. 5 (for Facilitator’s use)

• 1-2 people per team should use this as a guide until the 
process is fully understood

• GLPS Instructional Plan (for entire team)
• Everyone walks away with a copy in hand – this is the 

action plan to make GLPS come to life
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5.0 Step #1: Problem Identification 

“Goals are the fuel in the furnace of 
achievement.”

Brian Tracy 
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In Module 5.0, we will…
• Define Step #1 of the GLPS process 
• Practice goal setting with 2nd grade data
• Practice using YOUR data
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Step #1 Overview
• This step has team’s review their DIBELS Next 

Composite score to capture what it means for 
instruction

• They record the current Composite Scores & 
determine if systems level support is needed 
(less than 80%)

• If available, they can review historical data to 
help them set an overall Composite Score 
Goal.
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Reports Needed for Step #1
• School Overview Report by Grade
• Historical Reports (if available)

• Multi-Year Percent At Benchmark
• Multi-Year Boxplots
• Histograms & Boxplots 
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• Problem Identification
• 1st Grade at Westminister
• This year’s scores

I Do: Step #1
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Grade Level Instructional Plan: Step #1

DIBELS 
Composite 
Score 

% Above 
Benchmark
(Blue) 

% At 
Benchmark
(Green) 

% Below 
Benchmark
(Yellow) 

% Well 
Below 
Benchmark
(Red)

BOY 39% 18% 18% 26%
MOY
EOY

• Determine if core program is sufficient for most 
students at the grade level (80% or more)

• Add % At & Above Benchmark_____
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• Why: Look for changes in Composite Score 
over last year

• This will help team’s set an overall goal
• Turn & Talk: What do you notice? 

1st Grade Composite Scores Last Year
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1st Grade Composite Scores – Many Years
• Why:  Look for changes in Composite Score -multiple years
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It is Time: Create an Overall Goal
• Sentence frame is provided in a SMART goal 

format for team’s to complete  
• Facilitator prompts the discussion

• 57% are At/Above Benchmark 
• Review historical data

BOY Goal:
By the middle of the year benchmark, 80% of 
our students will be At/Above Benchmark as 
measured by DIBELS Next.
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Activity 5.1
• We Do Practice:  2nd Grade Team

• Using the We Do Practice Set, practice 
completing Step #1 with someone at a different 
table 

• Record your Step #1 Overall Goal in the practice 
packet & bring back to your school team 

• At your table, share your goal & why you picked 
that number 
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We Do Check In: Step #1
BOY Goal:
By the middle of the year benchmark, 
85% of our students will be At/Above 
Benchmark as measured by DIBELS 
Next.
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Activity 5.2 
• You Do:  Your Data
• With your partner, select a grade level from your 

school to complete Step #1 
• You will need to access the following DIBELS.net 

reports:  School Overview by Grade and possibly 
historical data

• Without the entire grade level team present, this 
is practice - Think about how you might facilitate 
this conversation back in your building

• Share your “practice” goal with your table
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6.0 Step #2: Problem Analysis 

“If the ladder is not leaning against the right wall, 
every step we take just gets us to the wrong place 

faster.” 
Stephen Covey
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In Module 6.0, we will…
• Define Step #2 of the GLPS process 
• Practice goal setting with 2nd grade data
• Practice using YOUR data
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Step #2 Overview 
• The team will use DIBELS data to analyze 

which big idea of reading is currently the most 
important common instructional focus based 
on reading development  

• Then, they will set a Measure Specific Goal 
based on the data analyzed 
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Reports & Resources Needed for Step #2
• Reports:

• School Overview Report by Grade

• Resources:
• Changing Emphasis of Big Ideas Chart
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Don’t Teach the Measure, Teach the Skill
Measure Grades Skills Indicated
FSF K Phonological Awareness
PSF K-1 Phonological Awareness
NWF K-2 Alphabetic Principle & Basic

Phonics
DORF 1-6 Advanced Phonics & 

Decoding, Accurate & Fluent 
Reading of Text, Reading 
Comprehension

Daze 3-6 Reading Comprehension
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I Do: Step #2
• 1st Grade at 

Westminister
• On what basic early 

literacy skills might 
students need 
additional 
instructional support? 
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Reading Development Snapshot
DIBELS Next 

Measure
% At & 
Above

Big Idea
(Instructional Focus)

FSF Phonological Awareness
PSF 80% Phonemic Awareness

NWF CLS 54% Alphabetic Principle/Basic 
Phonics

NWF WWR 34% Alphabetic Principle/Basic 
Phonics

DORF Accuracy Advanced Phonics
DORF Words 
Correct

Advanced Phonics, Fluency, 
Vocabulary, Comprehension

Retell Comprehension (oral)
Daze Comprehension (silent)
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When Should Students Own Those Skills?

• PSF 80%
• NWF CLS 54%
• NWF WWR 34% 
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Measure Specific Goal Setting 
PSF % Above % At % Below % Well
BOY 59% 21% 17% 3%
MOY
EOY

By the MOY, 100% of our students will be At/Above 
Benchmark as measured by PSF progress monitoring.   
_________________________________________________
___.
NWF CLS % Above % At % Below % Well

BOY 32% 22% 29% 17%
MOY
EOY

By the MOY benchmark, 80% of our students will be At/Above 
Benchmark as measured by NWF CLS.
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Activity 6.1
• We Do Practice:  2nd Grade Team
• Using the We Do Practice Set, practice 

completing Step #2 with same partner you had 
from Step #1 (from a different table)

• Record your Step #2 Measure Specific Goal in the 
practice packet & bring back to your school team  

• It is also important to note:  Only 66% of 2nd

graders reached At/Above Benchmark on PSF
• At your table, share your goal(s) & why you 

picked it/them
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We Do Check In: Step #2

• By the MOY, 95% of our students will be At/Above 
Benchmark as measured by NWF WWR progress 
monitoring

• By the MOY benchmark, 80% of our students will be 
At/Above Benchmark as measured by DORF Accuracy
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Activity 6.2
• You Do:  Your Data
• With your table partner, use the same grade level 

you picked from before to complete Step #2 
• You will need to access the following DIBELS.net 

reports:  School Overview by Grade 
• Without the entire grade level team present, this 

is practice - Think about how you might facilitate 
this conversation back in your building

• Share your “practice” goal(s) with your table
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7.0 Step #3: Plan Development

Working together towards a common goal, 
interdependently
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In Module 7.0, we will…
• Define Step #3 of the GLPS process 
• Practice creating an agreed upon plan for 

curriculum, instruction, & engagement
• Reflect on conversations that might happen 

when you dig into this step
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Step #3 Overview 
• This step takes ACTION by using the goals set 

in Step #2 (Measure Specific Goal)
• Now the team takes time to plan the what & 

how to teach the focus skill (aka Big Idea)
• Curriculum (the what)
• Instruction & Environment (the how)

• The team creates a COMMON agreed upon 
plan of action 
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Resources Needed for Step #3
• Common Instructional Needs Chart

• Provided document to help determine if team’s 
have the best fit materials to meet the focus skill 
need. 

• Instructional Support Focus Tools
• Provided resource that reviews instructional 

routines that align to the big ideas of reading
• Tier 1 Reading Materials 

• Teams bring core reading materials to review
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I Do: Step #3 - Curriculum 
• 1st Grade Team:  By the middle of the year benchmark, 80% of 

our students will be At/Above Benchmark as measured by 
DIBELS Next
• By the MOY, 100% of our students will be At/Above 

Benchmark as measured by PSF progress monitoring
• By the MOY benchmark, 80% of our students will be 

At/Above Benchmark as measured by NWF CLS
• This team’s focus skill(s) are phonemic awareness & basic 

phonics. So, the next step is to determine WHAT materials we 
have to teach these skills  
• Curriculum/Tier 1 Reading + Common Instructional Needs 

Chart
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Common Instructional Needs PA & Phonics

Adapted from Oregon RTI
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Fluency & Comprehension

Adapted from Oregon RTI
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1st Grade – Curriculum 
• The team started looking for Tier 1 reading materials 

that included the following:
• Phonemic Awareness: Blending & Segmenting
• Basic Phonics: Letter sounds, short vowels, VC & CVC 

words
• They found that their core program had a daily 

Phonemic Awareness & a daily Phonics lesson
• The team did discover that they all used these 

differently & some teachers did not use them at all  
• They agreed to use these materials as a starting place as 

well as the Heggerty PA program
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Curriculum Decisions: GLPS Plan
Tier 1 Reading Materials Grade Level Decisions 
Core reading materials that all 
grade level teachers will use

HM core reading program: PA 
& Phonics Lessons 

If needed, list any 
supplemental materials all 
grade level teachers may need 
to use

Heggerty’s Phonemic 
Awareness:  The Skills They 
Need to Help Them Succeed
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Activity 7.1 
• Step #3 Curriculum 
• With your partner, discuss the questions 

below:  
• What reading curriculum do you have for core 

instruction?  How current is it? Do all teachers 
use it? 

• How might using the Common Instructional 
Needs chart help guide our GLPS discussions?  
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After the What is the How…
• Teams now will answer the questions:  

• How will we use these materials?  
• What does research say regarding instruction in 

the focus skill selected? 
• The Instructional Support Focus Tool document will 

help teams review research-based routines & what 
to look for in their core reading programs
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What is an Instructional Routine? 
• A “set of teaching behaviors that can be used 

again & again in presenting new information or 
providing practice on information”  

• Routines are consistent over time so they can 
be delivered at a brisk pace with many 
opportunities for students to respond

• It is the STUFF vs. the FLUFF

(Archer & Hughes, 2011)
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I Do: Step #3 Instruction PA  
• Phonemic Awareness was a focus skill for this 1st

grade team 
• They agreed to use Heggerty’s PA program & also 

wanted to make sure there was a PA warm-up prior to 
each phonics lesson  
• There was one in the core program, but the language & 

tasks changed daily  

• They decided to use the Instructional Support Tool to 
create a common and consistent instructional routine 
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Activity 7.2 
• Instructional Support Tool, pgs. 4-7
• Read these pages & begin to connect to 

your Tier 1 core reading materials 
• Do you have instructional routines similar to 

these?  For all grade levels or some grade 
levels?  

• What might your grade level teams need to 
know in order to make these instructional 
decisions?  
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Instructional Routine - PA 
• The team reviewed pgs. 4-7 in the Instructional 

Support Tool for Phonemic Awareness
• They agreed to replace their core program’s PA 

warm up with the Blend, Segment, Add, 
Delete, & Substitute routine daily
• For example, if their phonics lesson had words with 

the sounds: /a/ /e/ /o/ /i/, it might sound like this….
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Phonemic Awareness Warm Up Option
Task Routine Lesson #1 Words
Blend: Put these sounds together to make a 
word:  /sss/ /t/ /o/ /p/.  What word?  stop 

flip, red, dot, plant, swim

Segment:  Let’s tap & say the sounds in the 
word: broom.   /b/ /r/ /oo/ /m/

flop, ship, trap, trick

Add:  Say top. Add /s/ to the beginning and 
the word is?  stop

rap – add /t/
lop – add /f/
rick – add /t/

Delete:  Say mop. Without /m/, what is left?  
op

trick - /t/ - rick
plant- /l/ - pant
trap - /t/ - rap

Substitute:  Say flip. Change /fl/ to /sl/, and 
the word is?  slip

slip - /d/ - dip
dip - /r/ - rip
rip - /z/ - zip
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I Do: Step #3 Instruction Phonics 
• Basis phonics was another focus skill for this 1st

grade team
• They reviewed their HM core materials, looking 

closely at the phonics lessons. There were many 
different routines used daily & each teacher did these 
lessons differently or not at all 

• They decided to use the Instructional Support Tool to 
figure out what they needed to do

• So, each day, they all agreed to do this routine…
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1st Grade Daily Phonics Routine
Phonemic Awareness Warm-Up
1. Associating letters & sounds.

o e a i s t r z
2. Blending sounds into words. (Spelling Focused as an option)

stop red trick flip flop dot rap trap
3. Reading words to build fluency.

stop red trick flip flop dot rap trap
4. Segmenting & spelling words.

flip trick flop admit
5. Reading decodable text

Review HM decodable text & read 3-5 sentences daily 
Ex. The big red truck will stop quick.
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Instructional Routine - Phonics
• The team instantly knew that all 5 steps of the 

decoding routine did not happen daily
• They decided to take the phonics lessons in 

HM core & turn them into the 5 steps of the 
decoding routine

• This would definitely need to be an on-going 
action item to continue to develop & work on 
these routines 
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Activity 7.3 
• Instructional Support Tool, pgs. 8-23
• Read pg. 8 and skim pgs. 9-23
• Again, begin to connect your Tier 1 core 

reading materials.
• Do you have instructional routines similar to 

these?  
• What might your grade level teams need to 

know in order to make these instructional 
decisions? 
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I Do: Step #3 The Plan So Far
Tier 1 Reading Materials Grade Level Decisions 

Core reading materials that all 
grade level teachers will use

HM core reading program: PA 
& Phonics Lessons 

• Instruction: 
• PA: Heggerty PA & PA Warm Up daily
• Phonics: 5 Step Decoding Routine daily
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I Do: Step #3 Engagement
• How will grade level teams incorporate active 

engagement into the instruction?
• Based on the instructional routines selected, 

the 1st grade team decides to focus on verbal 
responses

• They will continue to share ideas & problem 
solve ways at on-going meetings on best 
practices for verbal responses for their PA & 
Phonics routines
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Activity 7.4 
• Grade Level Problem Solving Guide, pgs. 

15-16
• Read these pages & begin to connect to 

your Tier 1 core reading materials  
• What support might grade level teams 

need in order to incorporate more active 
engagement into their instruction?  
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We Do: 2nd Grade  

• By the MOY, 95% of our students will be At/Above 
Benchmark as measured by NWF WWR progress 
monitoring

• By the MOY benchmark, 80% of our students will be 
At/Above Benchmark as measured by DORF Accuracy
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Activity 7.5 
• We Do:  Step #3
• Use the Instructional Support Tool & GLPS Guide 
• Curriculum:  Teachers appear to use different materials 

during Tier 1 core instruction – there is an older version of 
a core program available, but not all use it regularly

• Based on this team’s Measure Specific Goals, what do 
you think their instructional routine(s) & engagement 
strategy should be?  Why?

• Work with your partner to use the materials & help this 
team create a plan for instruction

• Be prepared to share out
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We Do: Step #3…Did You Say?
• Team needs to agree on what to use to target 

focus skills (Curriculum)
• Decoding Routine daily (Instruction)
• Verbal Responses (Engagement)
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8.0 Wrap Up & Next Steps 
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In Module 8.0, we will…
• Review the take home points from today

• Provide a sneak peek of Day 2 

• Provide you with an opportunity to energize the 
GLPS process in your building
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Take Home Points
• Foundations make a big difference 

• GLPS (framework, set up, meeting dates)
• Behavior (classroom PBIS)
• Reading (data, science, instruction)

• GLPS provides teams the opportunity to 
collaborate together to create a common plan 
for instruction
• Based on data, includes goal setting & planning
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Sneak Peek at Day 2!
• Continuing on with Step #3 with whole & small 

group instruction
• Initial Grouping Suggestions Report + Response 

Pattern Analysis 

• Reviewing Step #4 & practicing this step 
• Effectiveness of Instructional Support Levels report 

+ GLPS Instructional Plan
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True or False Review 
• Grade Level Teams should only meet three 

times a year
• Classroom PBIS is necessary for effective 

instruction
• Principals are not on the GL team
• GL teams create an agreed upon plan, but 

don’t need to use data to do it
• Teach the stuff first, then if time, add the fluff
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End of Day Evaluation
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